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you're also able to use the circle pad to perform various actions such as
blocking, dodging, and evading attacks. the circle pad is used to block by
tapping the circle in the upper left while in the air. the circle pad is also used
to dodge by holding it and then tapping the circle in the lower right as you
move. when the circle pad is used for evading, you'll receive a 'pressing
attack' notification indicating whether you blocked or dodged. block more
attacks and you'll be able to inflict more damage. blocking takes up stamina,
meaning you'll have to wait a little while longer to perform the action again.
when you get closer to the ground, you'll be able to perform various attacks
including but not limited to fireball, fire spear, ice spear, and certain special
combat skills. if you target a downed foe, you'll instantly perform the attack
on them. if you decide to throw your spear in a particular direction, such as
right, left, forward, or backward, you can specify the desired direction by
tapping on the circle pad. some how i got along my way but got lost, i was
blind i had sin there was no hope i was lost. in the dark i was being led but i
didn’t know why. it was a desert, without land or water. in a lost place, i
forgot who i am, i was forgotten. i was alone, i had lost the path. i tried to get
help from the light but i kept being led into the darkness. one day i was in
the darkness and lost at sea. i was alone again. i was in the darkest place, i
knew no one would get me out. after days of being stranded in the ocean, i
was tired and i sank into the dark. i was tired of the darkness and i knew i
had to figure out a way to get out of the darkness. i wanted to end the
darkness; i wanted light and peace. i said i want the light and i entered the
dark. i was lost in the dark, i was frightened. i felt scared and alone i didn’t
know what to do. i was scared i couldn’t trust myself. i had to find my way to
the light. i was driven into the dark, for me this was all i knew. i was wrong. i
was being controlled by something i was under its power. i started to see the
light, it was bright. i felt the sun burning my skin and i felt so warm. i knew i
had to end the darkness i said i am in the light. i wanted to go home i said i
am home in the light. the light changed everything. the darkness changed
everything. i was on the verge of panic but i knew that i would see the light.
it was a struggle to trust again. i finally understood, “what i do matters and i
need to change what i do.” i am free in the light, i have found my path. i am
happy, i am light and i am at peace. i no longer feel alone. i am home.
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im getting old & havent played video
games in over 2-3 months. when i do,
i try to get something different, like a
racing game, or a shooting game. ive
never been into first person shooters.
my favorite is still the old first person
game "the wizard". it was an
awesome, fast paced, fun game. then
i found 2 other good games "rockman"
and "metal fighter maior". im getting
back into video games with classic
games. this, however, causes me to
play many different older games. i live
in cape town, south africa and
currently work in the hospitality
industry. ive been in love with video
games for as long as i can remember.
the games that are popular in south
africa are mainly first person shooters
and racing games. i actually prefer rpg
games because i enjoy exploring
places and battling creatures in the
dark. the first rpg i played was the
"riven" game on ps2. i think i bought
the game at a local computer store,
maybe somewhere around 2003 or
2004. i finished the game in around
30-45 minutes, depending on how
long it took me to actually beat the
game. i love playing games because
every day is a new day and a chance
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for me to learn something. i love video
games because they have allowed me
to escape. while there are positive
aspects to video games, there are also
bad aspects. i enjoy video games but
im definitely an old school gamer. i
believe that when video games first
came out there were less mature
gamers. now, everyone is a gamer.
you don't need to be a good person to
enjoy video games, or to be able to
interact with others. i can still enjoy
gaming with some of my friends. one
of my friends was recently married
and he never once played a video
game. i asked him why and he told me
that he doesn't play video games. just
because i enjoy video games doesn't
mean that i am a bad person. anyone
can enjoy video games. i believe that
video games should be enjoyed as a
form of entertainment and should be
enjoyed by everyone. even those who
spend their day stuck in front of a
computer playing video games or
those who like to play video games for
just a few minutes a day. i also believe
that games should not be a waste of
time. they should be fun and
enjoyable, and be enjoyed by
everyone. 5ec8ef588b
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